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Fig. 1 - S1 (06.05.2021) - It was a Normand archipelago when the Duke of Normandy William the Conqueror invaded England.

Norman fishermen protest against non compliance with
Brexit agreements in Jersey, Channel Islands
Sentinel-2 MSI acquired on 30 July 2020 at 11:06:19 UTC

 Sentinel-2 MSI acquired on 04 May 2021 at 11:21:11 UTC
 Sentinel-1 CSAR IW acquired on 06 May 2021 from 06:23:07 to 06:23:32 UTC
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According to Paris, the UK published on Friday a list of 41 French vessels, out of 344 applications, authorised to fish in Jersey waters.

https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/d158d75ffdbc4e13866d2d500b620f8a
mailto:svp@visioterra.fr
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/a732cd73089344689c244fc38aee7aa0


Fig. 2 - S2 (30.07.2020) - 15 km from the French coast, it became British when Normandy possessions were split between UK & France.

Fig. 3 - S2 (30.07.2020) - Jersey and Guernsey were the refuge of Victor Hugo during his exile under Napoleon III from 1852 to 1870.
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But this list is accompanied by new requirements "which were not agreed, discussed or notified beforehand" as part of the Brexit agreement
reached between London and Brussels, which has been in force since 1 January, according to the French Minister for the Sea, Annick Girardin.
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The rare licences are also subject to conditions: 35 days for shellfishing as opposed to eight months previously, for example.

https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/d29e2a81519f450ea48774633f15ea6a
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/5a9ce90dd058455f9eb809d735903ca1


Fig. 4 - Foreign companies' income is taxed at 0%. Jersey is considered a tax haven with ~30 banks & 231 investment funds with assets of 394G€.

Fig. 5 - S1 (06.05.2021) - Several tenths of small boats are visible next to the port of St Helier, Jersey.

3D view

Fifty or so French fishing boats have been off the coast of Jersey since the morning of Thursday 6 May to protest against the fishing conditions
imposed on French sailors after Brexit.
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Two British warships were dispatched, and France responded with two patrol boats.

https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/007184d7ebf2440a8c9839f4b36a200c
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/dd376c76f89b4617a6753be66f3698e9


The views expressed herein can in no way be taken to reflect the official opinion of the European Space Agency or the European Union. 
Contains modified Copernicus Sentinel data 2021, processed by VisioTerra.
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More on Copernicus program: Scihub portal Cophub portal Inthub portal Colhub portal

More on VisioTerra: Sentinel Vision Portal Envisat+ERS portal Swarm+GOCE portal CryoSat portal
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